2/6/70

Dear John,

Thanks for your letter of the 3rd and enclosure, which Geryn has sent me.

Yes, my interest is unchanged. I have also supplied the Getzner's with the affidavit requested - long ago, 12/22/70.

I am expecting further New Orleans transcripts. They say they do not have Sheneffeld. If there are any transcripts of which you'd like a copy, if you'll let me know I'll make the necessary arrangements. However, until I get them, I do not know which I am getting. They are supposed to have been sent three days ago.

I look forward to meaningful responses to those letters I have written you to which you have not responded.

The character of what you did write, what you ignored and what you told me by phone caused me to take the time to check my files. Aside from what I have tried to tell you, there is more that is relevant. The state of this sorry affair discourages me from going into the detail I have. Whatever I say you will probably turn to serve your own ends and desires. However, I do owe it to you to let you know that you may be doing yourself and your reputation irreparable harm and getting yourself into a mess the likes of which you probably cannot imagine. To this I add one thing: that of mine which you are taking, despite your contrary word, I also offered LOOK. They will be in pretty bad shape if they take and pay you for what they declined when I offered it. LOOK is not the only part of that corporate enterprise that had this material.

Sincerely,

Harold Weissberg

Dick - There may be a correlation between John's activity and his learning from you of Howard's discovery of the Pink-picture fragment. When you have time, I'd appreciate it if you could make a record of when you sent John what on these things. As wrote Howard, we gave him permission to use it, but intended only in court, as he will write and tell him. He was here when John called and heard me ask Bud's sec. if John had left a message for me. He also agrees I am right about the end of 399 and that the picture they now say they took for John is identical with mine. Is there any chance you may get here during your break? There are other areas in which I have been able to carry this same aspect forward, but I do not want to take the time or jeopardize it in the mail that is so overdue to both H and me. His takes even longer from you. What I now have is so promising I may jeopardize my own writing to use it & to protect us from John. Bud says legally he is in a mess than cannot be saved. We'll all pay for that. Bud's word is "hopeless". This is too painful to continue the way I feel. Copy to Geryn only. H